Abstract-An iterative Time-Reversal Mirror (TRM) method is proposed to Detect and Image the buried target beneath ground surface. Unlike the conventional TRM methods which treat the information of the ground as clutters and directly delete them, the iterative TRM imaging method proposed in this paper utilizes the information of rough ground surface as a useful knowledge. The new approach is consisted of two TRM procedures. In the first TRM procedure, it aims to image the rough surface where the propagation environment for electromagnetic wave is free space. The second TRM procedure aims to image the buried target. In this step, the information of the rough surface estimated by the first TRM procedure will be treated as newly updated propagation environment. Then conventional TRM is applied to image the buried target. By applying this iterative TRM method, the information of the rough ground can be well considered in the whole TRM procedure. Numerical simulations prove that this method performs significantly better image contrast comparing with the results obtained by using conventional TRM. 4-5 dB improvement on the imaging SNR has been achieved. Furthermore, the target can be located more accurately.
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INTRODUCTION
Buried Object Detection (BOD) is a geophysical approach that uses electromagnetic pulse for high-resolution imaging of target buried under the ground surface. BOD has been extensively used in civil engineering [1, 2] and military applications [3] , such as landmine or buried water pipe detection, etc.
In order to achieve high resolution, Ultra-wide Band (UWB) electromagnetic (EM) pulse has usually been adopted as transmission source. The difficulties of BOD are quite obvious. Firstly, the information of the ground and the buried target are mixed together. Secondly, the soil attenuates the target echoes badly and makes the situation even worse [4] . In the traditional signal processing methods [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , the information of the ground surface is treated as clutters or noise to be canceled, for example, the optimal time-domain detection [5] , the iterative frequency-domain clutter reduction [6] , hidden Markov models for target classification [7] , the ultrawide-band synthetic aperture radar (SAR) processing [8, 9] and traditional Back Projection (BP) method [10] , etc. All signal processing idea of these methods is based on data processing, which means they do not put the electromagnetic wave propagation environment into consideration. This limits the resolution and accuracy.
Time reversal mirror (TRM) technique has been convinced to be a rigorous method in imaging and detection of the target in complex environment. The method is based on the principle of reciprocity where the propagation progress of the waves is well considered. Comparing with the traditional technique, TRM has the features of self-averaging and statistical stability properties in the heterogeneous materials [11] [12] [13] . The main difference of TRM from the traditional signal processing methods is that TRM utilizes the information of the wave propagation environment. TRM can re-focus the original source or the major scatters both in spatial and time domain simultaneously [14] .
The TRM has been widely researched and demonstrated both theoretically and experimentally in acoustic and ultrasonic area [14] . In recent years, TRM has also been proved to be practicable [15, 16] for imaging [17] , detection [18, 19] and communication [20] in electromagnetic area. Nevertheless the TRM imaging quality vastly depends on the correctness of modeling the environment [21] . Most previous researches of TRM for BOD are based on the assumption of flat ground or exactly given ground surface [22, 23] . But in real application, one may only have the statistic property of the ground. If we put a random rough surface which satisfies the statistic characteristics in the TRM solving engine, the performance of TRM will be greatly degraded. If the rough surface can be well acquired and taken account into the TRM process, the imaging quality of the TRM will be significantly improved.
As mentioned before, the TRM imaging quality is affected by the correctness of propagation environment. The environment, such as ground surface or concrete walls, et al., also participates the scattering of the EM pulse, which means that the information induced by the environment will be indeed contained in the echoes. How to extract the information and use it to improve the imaging quality is very important for target detection in complicated environment. Aiming to solve the problem of imaging the buried object beneath rough ground surface, this paper proposes an iterative TRM method. Unlike the conventional TRM methods for BOD problem, this new method performs twice TRM procedures iteratively. It utilizes the information of rough ground surface as a useful knowledge and uses it to estimate the rough surface in the first TRM procedure. In second TRM procedure, the estimated rough surface will be treated as propagation environment. By using this iterative TRM method, the information of the rough ground can be well considered in the whole TRM procedure. Comparing with the conventional TRM methods under the assumption of a flat ground, this new method achieves much better results on the image quality. The simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed method. Though this paper uses the imaging for the buried object beneath rough ground surface as an example, the idea can be promoted to other TRM imaging applications when the environment clutters and target echoes are mixed.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the new iterative TRM method is proposed. The Green's function is used to describe and derive the iterative TRM process. Some numerical results are shown in Section 3 to demonstrate the improvement of the new method. Conclusions are drawn in the last section.
ITERATIVE TRM IMAGING PROCEDURE
The proposed iterative TRM imaging method can be described in Fig. 1 .
It is consisted of two steps. In the first step, a free space environment is assumed. Based on this assumption, TRM operation is performed to obtain the image of the ground surface. By using the peak and edge extraction method, the interface of air-ground can be well acquired. In the second step, the surface undulation obtained in the first step will be set as the environment in the TRM procedure. By running the TRM again under the updated environment, the target echo signal will be refocused so that the target will be imaged beneath the ground. In order to illustrate this method theoretically, the propagating progress of a UWB pulse is reviewed in Fig. 2 . The received signal can be decomposed into three parts.
The first part comes when the UWB pulse directly propagates to the receiver array through the free space, noted as signal S A shown in Fig. 2(a) . Pulse transmitter is placed at position r s , transmitting an electromagnetic pulse p(t). Suppose the receiver array has K elements r k |k ∈ [1, K] , the electronic field recorded on the r k , as signal S A , is given by,
wherep(ω) is the Fourier transform of the pulse p(t),
andĜ 0 (r k , r, ω) is the Green's function in free space which satisfies the wave equation,
The pulse hits the ground surface where it splits into two components: transparent and reflected component. Considering the reflected component first, the ground surface is discretized into several small sections noted as r m |m = [1, M ] , and sorted by its distance from r s
The ground surface section r m contributes to signal S B on antenna r k is given by
Signal S B indicated in Fig. 2 (b) can be summarized as
Figure 2(c) stands for the third part of the signal. The transparent component hits the buried target then reflects back through the surface into free space and finally is received by the array. It is noted as signal S C . In order to simplify the derivation, the reflected component of the ground-air interface is ignored when signal S C is transmitting from ground to air, i.e., multiple reflections between the target and the ground surface is neglected.
The propagation path of the incident wave from the transmitter to the target and the path of the echo from the target to the receiver antenna r k is integrated as two individual Green's functionŝ
Considering the BOD model is a Linear Time Invariant (LTI) system, the actual signal received by the array is the summation of E AT (r k , t), E BT (r k , t) and E CT (r k , t). E AT (r k , t) is easy to be concealed. Because the spatial relation between the transmitter and the receiver array is well known as the system layout, the E AT (r k , t) can be pre-calculated and eliminated as background signal by subtraction [23] . The signal that eventually will be performed by TRM imaging is given by
The undulation information of ground surface is certainly in the clutters of ground (signal S B ). If the undulation information can be acquired and injected in building the ground surface, the refocusing performance of TRM for target will be significantly improved. In the forward progress, the pulse hits the ground firstly in a free space, then hits the target secondly in soil. In the reversal progress, if a free space is assumed as background, target echo will be defocused due to the mismatched environment, while the ground scatters will be well focused due to the match background.
E ∼ R (r k , ω) is time reversed in the time domain (conjugated in frequency domain) and re-emitted from antenna element position r k respectively. During the propagation, the space-time signal observed in the image domain is
whereĜ T R (r, r k , ω) is the calculated Green's function. Generally when perform TRM reversal part, theĜ T R (r, r k , ω) will be chosen to match the real environment. Now the E ∼ R (r k , ω) contains all the echoes from ground sections and target in soil. Iterative TRM imaging method now is applied as shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 3 (a) shows the first TRM environment, where thê G T R (r, r k , ω) is basically the Green's function of the free-space. E ∼ R (r k , ω) * is the time reversed signal sent out from the antenna array.
(a) (b) Figure 3 . TRM imaging with estimated ground undulation process.
Equation (9) can be derived in frequency domain, (withĜ 0 (r, r k , ω) aŝ G T R (r, r k , ω) in the first iteration)
matched and refocused
Because theĜ 0 (r, r k , ω) does not match the actual background of the buried target echo, E CT (r k , t) will be defocused. But for E BT (r k , t), the clutters of ground sections r m |m = [1, M ] ,Ĝ 0 (r, r k , ω) matches the background. They will be refocused chronologically in time-domain, r M at first and r 1 at last, as shown in Fig. 3(a) .
With all the ground sections refocused, the undulation information is successfully acquired and stitched together as a complete ground surface, which updates the propagation path from receiving antennas to the target and forms a new Green's function asĜ ∼ CR (r, r k , ω). With the new inversion model, E ∼ R (r k , ω) is performed by TRM imaging again to refocus the buried target beneath the estimated ground. In the second iteration, the space-time signal in the image domain is expressed as Equation (11) . Now the propagation environment for the target echo is matched. The buried target will be refocused by the second TRM procedure in both time and space domain, as shown in Fig. 3(b) .
The above description can be summarized as: The first TRM procedure is to image the ground surface and acquire the information of rough surface. The second TRM procedure is to image the buried target. The usage of the ground clutters is to provide the information of rough surface, which helps a lot in the second TRM imaging process.
NUMERICAL SIMULATION
In this section, numerical simulation by using FDTD algorithm is used to investigate the performance of Iterative TRM imaging for BOD problem. The imaging results with conventional TRM, the method of this paper and the traditional back-projection (BP) method are compared.
The simulation setup is shown in Fig. 4 . The grid is set as 3.33 grids/cm. The height expectation of ground surface is set at y g = 0 m. Pulse transmitter is set at (x s , y s ) = (1.2 m, 0.6 m). Receiver array has 41 elements with their position given as (x rk , y r ) = (0.6 m + k * 0.03, 0.6) |k ∈ [0, 40] . The buried target is a metal ball with a diameter of 6 cm, and centered at (x t , y t ) = (1.2 m, −0.3 m) . The soil has a relative dielectric constant of ε r = 7 and a conductivity of σ = 12 mS/ m, which is a typical permittivity of outdoor moist soil [24] . The ground surface is generated as Gaussian random rough surface with specified correlation length [25] . The root mean square height is set to ±9 cm, correlation length is set to insure more than 15 periods of undulation in the entire ground surface. The electromagnetic pulse is chosen as [26] 
with a center frequency f = 2 GHz, band width from 1.4 GHz to 3 GHz. The signals received by the antenna array are shown in spacetime domain as in Fig. 5 . The pulse is emitted by the source at time 0 ns, and direct path contributions appear around time 1.9 ∼ 3.6 ns which will be subtracted as given in Equation (1) . The ground surface bouncing contributions appear around time 2.9 ∼ 8.5 ns. The target's contributions are at time-step 8 ∼ 10.38 ns. Obviously, the echo contains the contributions from the three parts as described in Section 2. In the following experiment, the iterative TRM method is applied to extract the ground surface information and image the buried target.
In the first TRM imaging procedure, the simulation environment is set as free space without soil. The goal is to focus the ground surface. The ground sections with different distances from the pulse will be refocused chronologically. The furthest section r M will be firstly refocused, then r M −1 , and r 1 locating right under the pulse source at last. During the TRM procedure, when the field strength peak value appears in a small area near the expectation of ground surface, the time and the space coordinates are both recorded and considered as a successful refocusing of ground section. This focusing detection method is widely used in TRM imaging researches [18, 19] . As samples, Fig. 6 shows the refocused imaging of three ground sections located at x = 0.6 m, 0.9 m and 1.2 m at different time based on the space-time field peak method of focusing detection. The red line is the real ground undulation. It is clear that the image of ground clutters matches the undulation quite well. By the image processing method including watersheds [27] and binarization process, the ground surface can be extracted one section after another. Then all the ground undulation is estimated and stitched together. Figure 7 shows the space and frequency domain comparison of estimated ground with the real ground. The estimated interface matches the real interface well, especially at the center part of the ground. This is due to its relative effective larger antenna array aperture. The estimation of this part also has the most significant multi-path effects on the buried object. From Fig. 7(b) , the spectrum of the estimated ground matches very well with that of the real ground.
After the first iteration of TRM imaging with the assumption of free space environment, the material beneath the updated ground surface is filled with typical moist soil [24] . Re-run the TRM imaging process, and check the time domain expression of I 2nd (r t , ω) given as Equation (11) to find the peak value in both space and time domain. In order to evaluate the performance of refocusing, the Imaging SNR (ISNR) is defined as [13] : Figure 8 shows the comparison with different methods. Figure 8 (a) is the result by using conventional TRM with exact given ground surface, whereĜ T R (r, r k , ω) is perfectly matched witĥ G CR (r, r k , ω). It is used as a reference here. The ISNR of the image is up to 35 dB. Fig. 8(b) is the result by using the assumption of a Fig. 8(b) , although the conventional TRM does not use the information of ground (using flat ground instead), it still can get much better image quality than the BP method due to its consideration of the propagation progress. Fig. 8(d) is the result by using the proposed iterative TRM method, where theĜ ∼ T R (r, r k , ω) is updated with the ground undulation information to match withĜ CR (r, r k , ω). The ISNR is 32 dB. Comparing with Fig. 8(b) , the ground surface information acquired from the first TRM iteration increased the image quality by 4 ∼ 5 dB. Figure 9 shows the comparison on the target positioning accuracy and resolution. The peak position is used for the accuracy comparison and the half peak width (HPW) is used for the resolution comparison: 3.96 cm width peak centered at x = −0.38 cm for conventional TRM method with given real ground, 4.85 cm width peak centered at x = −0.22 cm for the proposed iterative TRM method, and 8.5 cm width peak centered at x = −1.95 cm for the conventional TRM method with the assumption of a flat ground. It is obvious that the proposed Iterative TRM method has almost the same positioning accuracy and resolution as the TRM method with given real ground, which means the information acquired by the first TRM procedure is correct and efficient. Without the ground surface information, the conventional TRM method leads to much worse positioning accuracy and resolution.
The advantages of Iterative TRM imaging method have been demonstrated clearly by numerical simulations. With ground surface information extracted successfully from the ground clutters, the proposed method is proved to be quite helpful to the correctness of the inversion environment and significantly improves the image quality in TRM.
CONCLUSION
An iterative Time-Reversal method for imaging buried target is proposed and demonstrated in this paper. Unlike the traditional signal processing methods [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , the information of the propagation environment is well considered here. Unlike the conventional TRM methods which based on the assumption of flat ground or exactly given ground surface [22, 23] , the proposed method extracts the information of rough ground surface actively from the ground clutters. TRM operation is performed twice on the received signal. One for ground scatters in air and one for buried target in soil. The target echo is refocused and imaged finally in the estimated rough ground surface. The method is demonstrated both in theory and simulation. The numerical simulation results prove that this method performs significantly better image contrast comparing with flat ground surface model during TRM imaging. 4 ∼ 5 dB improvement on Imaging SNR is achieved and the target is also located more precisely. The efficiency and the spatial resolution have been improved because the information of the ground surface has been well utilized in the TRM procedure, i.e., the propagation environment has been effectively considered. However, the spatial resolution of rough ground surface also affects the imaging quality of the buried target. The quantitative analysis on this effect needs further study.
In this paper, we have chosen the BOD problem as an example to illustrate the idea of this iterative TRM method. In this example, the contributions from the environment and the target can be mostly separated. Then the information from the ground surface can be used to reconstruct the propagation environment. But in other more complicated cases, for example, a target surrounded by a cluster of complicated scatters, one may not be able to effectively extract the information of the environment. At this condition, how to use the information to rebuild the propagation environment will be more difficult. Anyway, this paper proposes the iterative idea of TRM. Using this method on some other applications such as through the wall radar and RF locating services is still an interesting problem we are working on.
